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Published by the Students of Johril B. Stetson University.

DELAND, FLORIDA, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1914.

VOL. XXVII.

AMONG THE
FRATERNITIES
SIGMA NU BEGINS SOCIAL
SEASON WITH OPEN
HOUSE.

t.^

.

First Football Team Ever Developed Under S. I. A. A.
Rules at Stetson Puts IjJp Splendid Game.

The coach of the Kings College
SCORE: STETSON 0, KINGS COL- made a very satisfactory showing.
Phi Psi and Phi Kappa Boys are
They had had no , preliminary team paid a tribute to the clean
Active in Student Organizations. LEGE 7, TOUCHDOWN ON A games at all, and several of the game which the Stetson team playFUMBLED FORWARD PASS.
players have only beeii out for a ed He said that he had heard
The Sigma Nu boys held the LIDDELL AND SHERMAN STAR. week or so. Coach Campbell has that Stetson was the dirtiest team
initial fraternity social event last
done splendid work aj|d the whole in the South and he was glad to
Saturday forenoon in the form of
The first game of the season has student body is back | f him. We be able to say that that was an
open house. Many of the students, been played, and although Stetson believe that he will develop a very absolute falsehood and that he had
members of the faculty, and the lost, yet we feel that the boys put fine eleven and we af^ all ready never played a cleaner bunch of
city's representative people were' up a good fight, and that Coach to leave matters in | his hands. fellows in his life. The various
delightfully entertained.
Campbell should be congratulated Credit for the good Work of the players of the visiting team all exSigma Nu parties have always upon the showing that the team Varsity is due largely ,to the brave pressed their appreciation of the
been events pleasurably anticipat-1 made. The King's College team fellows who play on Jthe Scrubs. clean game of our boys. We are
ed, and if the open house party ,! had played three games before It takes a good heart,! to play on glad to hear this. The Kings
this year is a criterion the boys ' they came here and that was a the second team andf- shows the College eleven played a straight
will continue to hold the Sigs' j great help to them. They had best of spirits. We ikke off our jgame too and we were glad to
meet them in the noble game of
name in its usual place as splendid their formations down in good I hats to the Scrubs.
hosts.
I shape and all the players were
Tomorrow we medt Southern football. We are unable to imagThe absence of petrified formali- hardened and in the best of shape. College on the local glidiron. We ine where Stetson ever got the
ty, the hearty welcome for aU There is much discusion as to the understand that Southern has a reputation of playing rough ball.
Stetson students, and the evidence legality of the touchdowm which bunch of ringers on their squad But certainly Kings College found
of good-fellowship are things al- Kings made. The forward pass and this is to be deplored. How- our men to be gentlemen and so
ways characteristic of Sigma Nu made by a King's back, was fumbled ever, our boys will gi^e them the far as we know, other teams that
by one of their ends, and Haskins game of their lives ana that is all we have played in past years have
men.
been equally well satisfied.
of our team just touched the ball that can be asked.
Things are active around the Phi and deflected to .another King's
After all, it is ever so much
This game with Kitigs College
Kappa Delta chapter.
Ben M. player who was close to the goal is significant in that Sitetson play- better to keep your mouth shut on
Hulley and John D. Beatty, who line and crossed it easily for a ed a strictly S. I. A. A. team. the field and to refrain from raggraduated from the Academ}^ last touchdovni. If this is illegal then There was not a m?ln on the ging your opponents.
And ceryear, receiv'^'l their ^•^''^•>- ^-^atpp
•- T--f a bona fide tainly no gentleman will e er inThe game
ense of the tentionally play foul.
a man who on Monday was played clean from
rectly or the start to the finish and it was
ct
financial a well fought one too. Games
tl'

1

nesota Avenue.
Bro. Frank W. Cullen, of last
year's law class, who is now practicing in Orlando, visited DeLand
Sunday.
Bros. Clarence Mahoney and Ed
Lane of Sanford, former students,
were welcomed at the house Sunday.

AT STEED'S
NUMBER 3.

STETSON VS. KINGS COLLEGE.
.

HAVE YOUR SUITS
MADE T O O R D E R
Cleaned and Pressed

SOME ANNALS OF
STETSOJ^^HISTORY
TOUCHSTONE INVESTIGATES
DUSTY ARCHIVES OF THE
STETSON HISTORICAL
SOCIETY.
Chapter III.
Dean Smith and the Chapel Bell.
In the olden days, Dean Smith
used to ring the chapel bell. You
all know that he does not do it
now. I will tell you how he came
to quit the job.
In the days of which I am
speaking, the electric gongs were
not yet installed in this illustrious
institution, Maybe in a distant
future age, when the famous Stetson chimes will at last be existent,
some poor boning student will look
over the old files of The Collegiate
and say, "So they had electric gongs
in the days of our ancestors. People
must have lived like hairy cave-men
then."
One bright morning, somewhere
this side of the dawn of history,
while the dew was on the grass and
the mocking birds sang sweetly in
the water-oak (excuse this daub of
local color), Doc Hulley heard thru
the office window the tinkle of the
bell calling to chapel.
"Well, I see the Dean's watch is
correct this morning," he said as he
looked at his own IngersoU; and he
left the office and marched over to
the chapel.

hitting their line for repeated ^ is a step in the right direction. It And a slugging match does more form and strode to the venerable,
gains. During the entire first half will take a couple of years per- harm than can be undone by a time-scarred pres dential chair. The
the ball was in King's territory haps to build up a winning team dozen clean games.
students filed in—husky warriors
and several times very near their but when it is done, we will all
and demure-eyed co-ed ; the varigoal. In the second half, Haskins be proud of the achievement. The
ous Profs took their respective seats
CLASS ELECTIONS.
took Hodgden's place at full-back, students will support the football
on the platform—that is, all but
The Senior Law Class has elect- Dean Smith. The Dean was absent,
Tribble took Curran's end and proposition when they know that
ed
for
Lourcey replaced Farris.
The every man has a fair show to
as we know; he had the-important
President,
Mr. Steed;
King s team braced in the third make the Varsity. We are proud
office of ringing the chapel bell.
Vice-President, Mr. Kanner;
quarter and pushed the ball so now of our eleven.
They played
Dean Carson arose to call the roll
Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Law. —but no bell rang. He waited; he
near Stetson's goal line that the a clean game, and fought bitterly
Tuesday night of last week the
The Jmiior Law Class has elect- listened—but no bell. Doc Hulley
fonvard pass which is disputed as to the blow of the referee whistle.
Phi Kappa Delta boys gathered in
ed
for
illegal was put over for the only They will win next time.
looked at his watch; it was five
their house to join in the annual
President,
Mr. Haskins;
score of the game.
The
line-up
was
as
follows:
minutes
past time for that bell to
celebration, tho' always a stirprise,
Vice-President, Mr. Davis;
Liddell
and
Sherman
were
the
Right
end—Sherman.
ring.
of the birthday of their Grand
Secretary-Treaurer, Miss HathRight tackle—Padgett.
They waited some more—they
Master, D. J, Blocker.
Having shining lights for Stetson. Our
cock.
Right guard—Walker.
waited five minutes—they waited
formed themselves into a line in sturdy captain was called for many
The Sophomore College Class ten minutes; it was now 9:05. The
Center—Longstreet.
the chapter room, they awaited runs and almost invariably made
has
elected for
Left guard—Carson.
profs and the students were getting
Uncle Dan's arrival. Escorted by his distance. On one or two ocPresident, Miss Arnold;
Left tackle—Beatty.
impatient; some of the "Wear}^ Wilthe President S. T' Wallbank and casions he got away for fifteen or
Vice-President, Austin Conrad; lies" had gone to sleep.
Left end—Ctirran.
ex-Pres. C. V. Farriss, Uncle Dan twenty yards around King's end.
Secretary-Treasurer,
Catherine
Quarter-back—Merri tt.
The Doc became restless. He
passed down the long receiving Sherman played a splendid game
Haynes.
at
right
end
and
was
responsible
L e t half—Liddell.
leaned over towards the Historical
line. This ceremony over all fell
Reporter, Mary Sheppard.
Full-back—Hodgden.
Dean and said, "It is now 9:10, and
heartily to the foods provided. for throwing the King's men for
#
losses
on
several
plays.
Very
few
Right half—Farris.
no bell. What do you think is the
These being joyfully disposed of
Tribble for Curran; Haskins for , Mr. Wilbur Divine, of St. Pet- matter with Archie.'"'
the fellows pushed back their gains were made around his end.
I ersbuag, is a new student in the
Lourcey
played
his
first
game
of
Hodgden; Lourcey for Farris.
"Something serious, I suppose,"
chairs and listened to speeches by
football
and
covered
himself
with
There was not as good crowd business college.
said the dean. "Ma3^be he has takUncle Dan, several of the memen heart failure, or his frown has
bers and some of the visitors. The glory by getting loose for a thirty out to see the game as should have
Mr. Harry Klingler, an A. T. O. cracked."
sincere laughter which pealed forth yard run around King's right end. been there. The expense of bringdown from Muhlenberg College is in
"I'll go over and look into the
truly indicates how everyone en- Haskins picked up a bad pass and ing a team from Tennesse
school now. Mr. Klingler was at matter," says Doc, and he left the
got
off
a
punt
under
the
nose
of
here
is
great
and
the
Athletic
joyed the occasion. After several
Stetson during the fall term of platform.
rollicking fraternal songs the crowd two King's men and then got the Association needs all of the support
1912 and made many friends who
He went over to DeLand Hall
dispersed to await the thirteenth of man who caught his kick. Tubby it can get. The students were not
are
glad to welcome him here.
Carson
was
a
strong
man
in
the
all
out.
The
best
way
to
show
and
peeped inside. He was astonOctober, nineteen hundred and fifline
stopping
many
line
bucks
in
(your
college
spirit
is
to
come
out
ished
at the sight he saw. The
teen.
great style. Tribble played end in to the games and root for the
Miss Elizabeth Munhall, one of room looked like it had been the
good shape during his half in the team.
Good cheering from the the popular Tri-Deltas of last year scene of a mighty battle. The floor
Professor Smith had the mem- game, and Fa ris was strong at side-lines will help the boys who was present at the Sigma Nu open was heaped four feet deep with
bers of his Calculus class out to right half. John Padgett, our are playing and is indicative of house on last Saturday.
Miss scattered sheets of paper and
his home on Tuesday night for a mighty tackle, had had but two the kind of Stetson spirit which Munhall is spending the winter in j scratch-pads all covered with minchicken dinner. The boys report practices with the
team for has been always in evidence here. Eustis, we understand. Her many ute rows of figures. Besides this,
that they had a swell time and we he has just returned to school. The fellows had not practiced friends are sorry she is not back in three walls of the room were thickcan easily believe them. Vivian But John played the same game enough on the cheers and yells. It school.
ly studded with a solid mass of
Selter wishes to inquire why Pro- that secured him a position on the is hoped that they will all get tomathematical equations. And there,
fessor Smith did not think of some Varsity when it was the best in gether before the next game and
Several of the Phi Beta Psi boys befo e the empty fourth wall stood
such feed as that last year!
the history of the college. He show us some consistent cheering. are going up to Jacksonville this the long-lost Dean Smith. He stood,
made some fine runs and was a The work last Monday was largely week to meet a conclave of the A. moodily frowning, with fists clenchMr. John Padgett has retumed to tower of strength in the line. extemporaneous, but it was a whole T. O.'s who are forming an Alumni ed and hair awry; apparently he
school and is taking work in the Merrit showed good headwork in lot better than nothing. We are Association in that city. Mr. E. was laboring under great mental
College of Technology.
Padgett's the running of his plaj'-s.
glad that the boys did as well as A. Werner, the Province Chief of stress.
Altogether it was a good game jthey could under the circumstan- A. T. O may come back with them
presence is most pleasing to Coach
The Dean looked up when the
to inspect the local chapter.
, and even if we did lose. Our team ces.
Campbell.
Continued on Patce 3
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EDITORIAL.
On College Athletics.
College athletics, and more especially inter-collegiate athletics,
have been rather severely criticised

DRY GOODS and
infuse their o\\m blood with life and
energy and activity and loyalty.
The old students must be full of
love for their college, and imbued
with her traditions, records, cusS. L. DAVIS, Proprietor
toms and habits. The alumni M. DAVIS
must cherish in their hearts a warm
spot for their Alma Mater, and re- XSCXXXXXIXX X X 5C X5CXXXX
J. F. Allen Furniture Co.
main as interested and loyal as the
rest of- us.
We contend that inter-collegiate
athletics are the only means by
which all this may be brought
OF ALL GRADES AND
—SUNDAYDESCRIPTIONS
about. The idea of a representaVespers, 4:00 P. M.
tive team meeting one from an—TUESDAY—
Picture Frames Made to Order
other institution is stimulative of
Collegiate Board, 1:00 P. M.
interest. It is similar to one city
Embalmers and Funeral Directors
Der Deutsche Verein, 7:30 P. M.
LeCercle Francais, 7:30 P. M.
supporting a baseball team which
Phones:
Day, 62; Night, 228 — 39
Krucible Klub, 6:30 P. M.
contends with the nines of other j
DeLAND, FLORIDA
—WEDNESDAY—
municipaliti es for the highest hon- I
Delta Delta Delta
ors. We have just recently seen a
Pi Beta Phi
remarkable example of this enthusi- ,
Phi Beta Psi
EAT AT THE
Phi Kappa Delta
asm in the loyal rooting of PhilaSigma Nu
delphia and Boston "fans" during
—THURSDAY—
the world's series.
I
W. C. A., 4:00 P. M.
Regular Meals and Short
It is natural and right that we !
M. C.A.S 6:15 P . M .
Orders
consider our own particular college j
-FRIDAYto be the best. And the closest tie
J. T. Gekas, Proprietor
Vesper Choir, 1:00 P. M.
of interest is that which centers
'Varsity Club, 6:30 P. M.
about the athletic contests of our Eusophian Literary Society, 6:30 P. M.
Stetson Literary Society, 7:30 P. M.
Come, let us help you select
own heroic teams. . We all get toKent Club. 6:30 P. M.
Your
gether and "pull" for victory. Personal disagreements and political intrigues are forgotten, when our boys with salt and vinegar, so she asked
are playing the team from some Perry to eat supper with her. Boys
MRS. F. A. BARNHILL
rival college.
That indefinable at waiters table were very much
thing called "college spirit" can best disappointed.*^'
be summoned
by a contest
between colleges on the gridiLast Saturday night about twelve
ron or the base-paths. And it o'clock, the annual shirt-tail parade
Piano Tuning, Voicing and
is this college spirit which makes a was indulged in by the enthusiastic
Repairing
school. Without it, a college is but Stetson students. The function of
Leave orders at J. A. Erickson & Co.
half a place.
this grand march seems to be to
Inter-collegiate athletics bind us arouse interest in the athletics. It
all together in ties of love to our is a time-honored custom here and
alma mater. In after years, at the no one would feel at home if this soclass re-union, it is not the cam- cial event were to be cut out of our
paign for presidency of some liter- fall university life,
ary society that we discuss with to be that
animation. Nor is it the best con- Chaudoin pei
cert ever given by the Glee Club. contingent of
Nor necessarily the occasion of our said continge
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OFFICE
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IN

TELEGRAPH
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OFFICE
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Office over Fountain's Store

READ, THE PAINTER

. BOLEY
OPTICIAN and JEWELER

^1

o n several ^rc^rp<:i. I t i.s rnaintflined ,;,MT^---rrr fhp> cfnt,

m
debate What we remember is the i shirt and said performance being I I .
WW. I I I I U I I U I
Real Estate
Insurance
wonderful ninety-yard run of Clyde occasioned at the ungodly hour of
Loans
\
Pounds thru a broken field for a twelve at night, the idea seems
Room
No.
1
Fountain
Building
touchdown on the kick-off; or the we say that spirit is roused and a
Phone No. 51 DeLand, Fla.
0—0 game in 1909 when our brave good crowd is brought out to the
boys gloriously fought with a crip- game, which usually follows on the
I. A. STEWART
pled team; or we tell with delight next day. So there was a shirtTOM STEWART
of the prowess of Bill Kir by, Ben tail parade last week!
STEWART and STEWART
THE MUSIC HOUSE OF
Willard, or Red Snedigar; or we reVOLUSIA COUNTY
Lawyers and Notaries Public
late how Spec Campbell played a
Mr. Jerome Wideman, subscrib- Shoe and Harness Shop in Connection
whole game with his whole leg
Practice in State and Federal Courts
Repairing by Competent Workmen
bound in tape.
These are the es to The Collegiate, and asks us
DeLand, Fla.
things that unite us to our alma that a correction be made. He is
practicing
law
in
West
Palm
Beach,
mater. The story of a ninth inning
Calling Cards, 50c a hundred ARTHUR G. HAMLIN ROYAL P. HAMLIN
rally, a grinding pitcher's duel, a and is not in St, Augustine, as Stationery Embossers,
50c
heart-breaking race. All these give was reported at first.
HAMLIN [and HAMLIN
Photo
Work,
5x7
or
#
to a college enthusiasm, spirit and
Post Card Size
A t t o r n e y s and
loyalty, which is unobtainable from
A RATTACEOUS EFFORT.
H. BLAINE PEACOCK
Counsellors - at -Law
any other source.
Phi Beta Psi House
A
poem
to
the
rats
I
feign
would
Therefore, it is our contention
DeLAND
Florida
write,
that inter-collegiate athletics are a
To soothe, to calm them all tonight, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
necessity.
To brace them for the coming day.
<fe
To wipe all tears for home away.
Miss Addie Grace Waterman,who
DENTIST
is teaching school in Eustis, was in A task so great is in my will—
CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL and CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING, and GENERAL SCIENCE
town last Sunday, visiting her par- —"Another batch of 'puppy-rill' "—
SMd for a Catalogue.
T R O Y ,
N - Y a
We hear the editor softly say
ents.
Over Fisher's Drug Store
It is our contention, however,
Hence my task's undone today.
that inter-collegiate athletics are
(Perry handed in this garbled i Poetry does not come easy,
practically indispensable, and that
account a couple of weeks ago.and j —Prose is common, slick and
the college or university which exnot seeing it appear in the paper, I
greasy
(Incorporated)
pects to have loyal altunni, enthusiproceeded to accuse the editor of To express such thoughts as these
Grant Bly, Pres., Attorney-at-Law
astic students, and a large registrashowing partiality to those not (Or muss them up, if you please!)
Special attention given to perfecting land
tion, must of necessity, foster and
(The Post Office IS
ministerially inclined. Therefore we To keep my fri:nd from frowning,
and conveyancing.
encourage every kind of intercolnext to us)
hasten to publish his conglomerate I'll leave the job to Bobby BrownDeLand, Florida
legiate athletic contests. Our reaeffusion, the main purpose of
ing:
soning is somewhat as follows Enwhich seems to be to get himself as
"Great rats, small rats, lean rats,
thusiasm, loyalty, spirit, and kinmuch a3 possible in the limelight.)
BLACKSMITH WORK OF ALL
brawneyi rats.
dred emotions are essential to the
KINDS AND GENERAL REPAIRsuccess of any undertaking. No
"Varn lay sick with the mimips. Brown rats, black rats, gray rats,
ING
proposition under the sun can be Perry had been waiting on the table
tawne}^ rats."
put through unless there is spirit in his place. One evening. Perry
—HORACE.
and initiative back of it. It is en- came in late to supper. Mother
,. — T " *
thusiasm which carries the old Dohm had an idea that the rest of
' W h a t does baby cry about?"
world, or it would stop dead. En- the waiters had doped Perry's tea
Phone 295
thusiasm makes life liveable: it pos" A b o u t all night!"
sesses a latent invigoration of its
own, which drives and pushes and
If You Want the Best in
spurs us on to firm endeavor.
A college or university, to be successful, must have this enthusiasm
we can supply them.
J. Frank Alldis & Co.
Passenger and Baggage
Mail or Wire Orders Promptly Filled
back of it. The new students must
Transfer
DELAND, FLA.
feel the spirit of their chosen school

^i^-;

J i u requests for catalogue .---orrespondence iwj.'^^••'^'y X n c SZcLv

that the benefits to be derived from
football or baseball or track meet,
is restricted almost entirely to a
very small percentage of the student body. The honor of making
the first team cannot possibly
come to all. The exercise and physical training is limited in its extent.
The objection is raised that the entire school is taxed to support twenty or twenty-five men who go o f
on long trips and spend other people's money. It is declared that
the athletic situation gives rise to
political disturbances, and disseminates an air of disquietude
about the campus. We are informed that physicians have decided
that the strenuous exercise of the
gridiron or diamond is conducive oi\
ill-health in later life. These and
other grounds for objection are
raised, and in some schools, intercollegiate athletics are barred, such
activities being turned into gymnasium work or perhaps class games
of various kinds.

...Tailor...

J. A. Erickson & Co.

% SCHOOL of V V
< % ENOINEERING

W. A. ALLEN & C 0 .

W. S. TAYLOR

The Abstract Ccmpany

Students always come in

to see us, when down A. T. PATTILLO
town, if only to say
"HELLO"

THE FAIR

Department

W. S. SPEAR

Store

Phones 211 and 191

CUT FLOWERS

M i l l s the Florist, Inc.
Jacksonville,

Fla.

THE STETSON WEEKLY COLLEGIATE

The ^Q/HUoSJL Store

Sounds like the hovering of an
SOME ANNALS OF
an r^el-army drawing near.
STETSON HISTORY

LEONARDY'S

So students all, you and I, we rise
upon our feet;
DRUGS and STATIONERY
In
unison
this musical-adapted
Doc entered, "Say, Doc, you're a!
wonder
we would greet.
STYLE AND
friend in need. Got a pencil about j
KODAKS
you? Mine's worn out, and I can't One, two, three—a 1 together now—
HUYLER'S CANDIES
proceed any further until I get a
"Dr. Baerecke, you-^we—hail,
new one.'
Florida's sweet~est~night-in—
TENNIS SUPPLIES
"What in thunder are you dogale."
J
ing?" says Doc.
Echo: "Stetson's bearded nightinFISH, OYSTERS
"Why, I am figuring out how
gale."
a
nd GAME I N
much energy it takes to ring that
Wonder No. 2.
SEASON.-.-.-.-.*.-.
chapel bell every morning,"
The Doc rose to his ful' height. On his shaggy brow, a frown
Full Weight Guaranteed
STATIONERY, PROGRAMS,
ANNOUNCEMENTa
He made ready to give the Dean a
CARDS, INVITATIONS, Etc., Go to
demure and shy ,
Everything Sanitary
raking over the coals. He said for Doth perch and sit, while toiling,
preliminary:
moiling years roll by.
Boulevard
Phone 78
"Do you know that you've kept This frown is made of steel, molded i
Phones 8 and 26
J. L. Morrison, Mgr.
chapel waiting three-quarters of an
true and wel —
hour?"
I wonder what would happen if it
Kstablished 1892
"Oh, that's a matter of small moever fell!
'
STEPHEN LANE FOLGER
MANUFACTURING JEWELER
ment," says the Dean, "when cornFive and Seven Passenger pai ed with the solution of this prob- When the Dean is merry, that
Club and College Pins and
frown it lingers nigh;
Cars for Rent
Rings
lem. See, I have nearly reached
When the Dean is sad, that frown
Gold,
Silver
and Bronze
the
answer.
When
I
reduce
this:
Phone 182
is seen close by.
Medals
y+2+=2 log y (sin X—cos x) arc
180 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
tan a—vers 20 ° (r sec t—h cos m) It is with him when asleep—you
see
it
with
him
when
awake;
^(another labyrinth of figures.)—
The Doc fainted; he heard no History te Is us you wi'l find the
two together at the golden
First-Class Chinese Laundry- more. He wished to hear no more.
gate.
PAINTERS
West Rich Avenue
When he awoke thirty-five minutes
later
he
saw
that
the
Dean
had
filSo, Dean Smith, we rise and
DeLAND, FLORIDA
House, Sign
ched a pencil from him and was
Next to City Water Works
greet your frown;
Carriage, Automobile
working merrily, whistling softly.
We love it better than the
Doc rose as quietly as possible and
seniors' graduation gown.
crept out of the house; he did not
Echo: "Chapel frown."
want the Dean to break loose again.
Wonder No. 3.
Limping over to a nearby farmer's
There is an august presence—he
j house he borrowed a cow-bell,
THE OLDEST
rises in his might—
Chapel was dismissed that mornR E L I A B LE
UP-TO-DATE
From his eminence he gazes on the
ing at 11:15.
students left and right;
The Dean finished the problem
at 4 o'olock that aftemoon; the an- He looks, and then we see those
ghost-like labels gleaming
swer was reached on the outside
Stetson Seal Paper, Tablets
white—
wall of Elizabeth Hall—DeLand
Correspondence Cards
Hall being flooded with figures. Those labels on his glasses—why,
we could see them in the
The Dean rang the chapel bell no
Stetson Rings and Pins
night!
longer.
Continued from Page 1

THE MAN'S STORE
QUALITY

Choice Florida and
Western M e a t s

G. W. FISHER DRUG CO.
^ HIGH CLASS PRINTING

The Record Office

DeLAND

MARKET

SMITH'S GARAGE

Joe T. Way

Gus Schurr's

W. H. WOOD & SON

S T I E T S O N H A T S have
gained their present popularity because of their superior quality, and the quality of
the finished hats is due to
two c a u s e s - t h e high grade
of the raw materials and the
careful and efficient methods
employed in handling them.
For Sale by Leading Dealers.

JOHN B. S T E T S O N CO.
Philadelphia.

REEVE & HOWARD

COTRELL

The Students' Shop

Barber Shop

Pennants, Banners, Pillow
Tops

Solid Gold and Silver

COLLEGE and SCHOOL

Kodak Films and Supplies
_ ^Developing and Printing

EMBLEMS, CLASS PINS

64 BOULEVARD
nf>

^^ Jove the white-duck breeches of
aynes, pai,iu,?.\Td his usher-smilert
j i a nrmid, AJ^^or o f 1 i % ^ s e s have
...and...
has been wiiispered that they have cn^n' tne last.
Well, we promise the public
Tobacco
torn themselves away from pleasa
splendid Annual, one of which
ant consideration of Metaphysics,
they
may always be proud.
History of Philosophy, and the
The
following is a list of the
Comparative Study of the Atomillustrious
Juniors of 1915 —
ism of the Universe from the time
Give us your orders
Eva
Klicker.
of Abimelech, long enough to atfor Picnic Lunches
June Elliott.
tend the picture show and go
and everything in
Vivian Selter.
auto riding. The feminine porthe Bakery Line.
Bessie Gumm.
tion have also been seen drinking
Mabel Eldredge.
sodas at Specks with Men. HowMyrtle
Conrad.
ever, the greatest frivolity is a i
Louise
Hulley.
sure sign of greatest intellectualNel Hathcock.
ity, so the Chaudoin Seniors feel
E X P E R T SHOE
Margaret Blocker.
it incumbent upon them to enPaul Northrop.
REPAIRING
joy senior privileges to the very
Fred
Fisher.
D R E K A ' S B A S E M E N T fullest extent. For what else do Orville Hutchinson
they pay that graduation fee?
Winfred Liddell.
(Interjection by the Editor—
Charles Walker.
Being a member once upon a
Stanley
Wallbank.
time of the excellent class of
Rubert
Longstreet.
1915, it is appropriate to remark
The following is the Annual
at this point that it is with sincere
Board:
good-will that we welcome our
Seniors. Two years and a half ^ Literary Editors—Fred Fisher
with them long ago has persuaded and Margaret Blocker.
Art Editors—Mabel Eldredge and
the,Editor that they are a splendid
Louise
Hulley.
class. His one regret is that he
Business
Managers — Charles
is unable to graduate with them,
Walker
and
S.
T. Wallbank.
and the best consolation is that
The
officers
of
the class are:—
the Class of 1916 has proved to
President—Miss
Nell Hathcock.
be just as good).
Vice President—Winfred W. LidThe almighty and everlasting dell.
Secretary—June Elliott.
Juniors had a class meeting on
Treasurer—Myrtle Conrad.
Wednesday. It is sad to see how
Collegiate Reporter—Eva KlickTime does thin the ranks of any
college class. It is positively heart- er.
rending to observe the havoc Florida Citrus Exchange pac!.ing house
wrought in the Class of 1916. at Lakeland will open November 1.
So far over fifty thousand boxes have been
(The only source of satisfaction contracted for.
is that however our numbers may
Shipping generally is picking up at
be decimated there a..ways re- Pensacola. Four large vessels cleared
mains that indomitable spirit which one day last week, all laden with lumber
valued at over $200,000. One ship drew
CLUETT PEABODY6'CO.TROYN.Y
has made the Scarlet and Black over thirty feet of water.

Model Bakery

PAUL BLECK

Miller Hardware Co.

Sporting Goods,
Ammunition,
Cutlery,

Picture Framing

MARLEY

ARROW
COLLAR

LEONARD
ALBANY, N. Y.
Makers of
Caps, Gowns, Hoods
to Stetson University, Florida State
Colleges, University of the South, Yale,
Harvard, Princeton and five hundred
others. Class contracts a specialty. Rich
gowns for pulpit and bench.

CALL ON US

Cozene
Auto
Service
Meets AU Trains
Phone 211

FRATFRNITY PIM

W S S RINGS
ATHLETIC MEDALS
AND TROPHIES

Greenleaf & Crosby Co.
Jewelers and Importers
JACKSONVILLE,
FLORIDA
Established i868

J. A. PARLER
Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing
and Repairing
Ladies Garments A Specialty
Ask for Club Rates
Phone No. Q
News Building

DeLand Opera House
Program Week of October 12th
MONDAY—''The Tragedy of Whispering Creek."
101 Bison Two Reel Feature.
''The Bucket Sharpers"—Joker Comedy.
TUESDAY—"The Perils of Pauline." 1st and 2nd series
WEDNESDAY—"As Fate Willed". Two Reel Victor
Drama, Featuring Jack Warren Kerrigan.
"The Universal Boy." Series No. 1.
THURSDAY—"The Heart's Highway", Two Reel
Eclair Drama.
"Black Hands and Dirty Money." Frontier
Comedy.
FRIDAY—"Lucille Love," The Girl of Mystery. 4th
Series.
SATURDAY—"in the Fangs of Jealousy." Eclair Two
Reel Feature.
"Tango vs. Poker" Eclair Comedy, Featuring Barbara Tennant.
Remember "The Perils of Pauline" every Tuesday.
"Lucille Love" every Friday.

DREKA'S DEPARTMENT STORE

E V E R T Y T H I N G T O E A T — T ; 0 WEAR—TO USE
Your Every Want Can be Filled at This Store
We Have It in S t o c k s Will Get It for You, or It Isn't Made.
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BAPTISTS-STETSON WELCOMES YOU!
STUDENT OF LAW WILUAM COLLIER Largest Religious Meet
Stetson Representatives
COLLEGE TENDERS ADDRESSES LARGE
In State Opens Tonight
In Field Having Great
BIG RECEPTION DELRAY AUDIENCE
In Thirteenth Session
Success In Applications
The representatives of Stetson Mac Adams Opens Realty
during the first five weeks of the
Associates and Title
summer have sent to Prof. Mickle in
BAPTIST MIMISTERS CAN
Offices.
the office, over 80 applications for
RENDER STETSON SERVICE
entrance into classes next year. These
On Saturday evening, between the
from new members of the student hours of 7 and 10 o'clock a steady
Baptist ministers, in their
body.
contact with Baptist boys and
stream of DeLand residents attended
Since the last report given in these the reception marking the formal
girls of college age can rencolumns the following nam,es have opening of the local branch of the
der the state, the church, and
been sent in by Charles Henderson, Realty Associates and the Guarantee
their denominational college a
from the great central part of the Title & Mortgage company, at the
distinct service in acquainting
State: Chase Robinson, from Tam- corner of West Rich avenue land
these young people with the
pa, who enters for engineering; Wm. North Woodland Boulevard.
true worth oi. Stetson.
J. Peoples, also of Tampa; Charley
Write Prof. W. Y. Mlckle,
During the evening, it is estimated,
comes in today for the Assembly and
or Donald Foulkner, for infornearly 500 people were greeted by
brings
with
him
a
list
of
names
which
mation concerning any subhe has lined up during the past week, the manager, W. Nelson MacAdam,
ject dealing with this school,
but which will not I'each us before assisted in receiving by Rev. and Mrs.
your own University.
R. W. Thiot, Judge Harpening, Mrs.
publication.
J. F. Aldis, J. M. Stith, Judge and
J. T. Mitchell, from the northern
Mrs. J. E Peacock, Mrs Frierson, Dr.
part of Florida, sends this list: Miss
Glatzau, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. StanConnie Cockran, who comes for her
dish, L. F. Chapntnan, Donald Faulksophomore year from Coker College,
ner, Miss Minnie Witherspoon, H Jewhere she completed her freshman
rome Carty, W. H. Collier, Miss Paulwork toward an A. B. degree. Glynn
ine Smith and Mrs. T. S. Williams,
Evans signs from Eustis for Academy
who was chairman of the committee
work. W. H. Timmons from Ocala,
planning for the reception.
enters for Law, and Nathan Newman
The offices of the compaViy, attracof Jacksonville, for the same.
W. H. Collier will attend the As- tive and dignified furnishings of maas the special representative hogany and white, with draperies of
Sisters of Stetson Sorority sembly
of the University office. He and natural silk pongee, were made more
Are Enjoying Fine
Toney Bates send in the following re- beautiful by decorations consisting of
port:
From Homestead
High palms, green vines of the white backSummer.
School—Miss Ihlah Nixon, for Busi- ground and baskets filled with crepe
So this is vacation! Put on your niess Administration, also Miss Aileen myrtle. In the room where refreshBryant and Albert Bradley for the ments were served were large punch
suits girls and come on out for a
same degree. Miss Rita Fitch comes bowls banked in crepe myrtle on
«wim. I'll bet there hasn't Ibeen a for Music and Voice and her Science white enameled tables, with an attracsingle Tri Delta that has olojced at a degree.
tive background of bamboo.
"hook .since May 23rd. We're all for
West Palm Bfiach senrfa for the
title
a three-months' rest cure. We're do- Business course and degree, Ferry f ganization aeahng in realty,
McCampbell,
John
Clopton
Seldojn
guarantees,
negotiating
bond
issues.
ing so many things these days though ^
that I can't even think of them all atl Steed, Richard Farriss, James Drew The principal office of the Realty Asonce. What do you think old Sarah comes for Law, the Bachelor
of sociates is in Miami, and county
Mosteller did just as soon as she re-j Science course taking Robert Duer branches are being installed in the
•ceived her pimploma? She put it and Carl Price. The A. B. couise, principal cities, DeLand securing the
right in her suit case and ran off to George Strickland, and Miss Christ- headquaarters branch of Volusia
New York with it. Did you ever ine McCampbell. Miss Gladys Miller county. The company is capitalized
at $800,000.
hear of such a thing? She went up comes to study music.
The
Academy
gets
two
West
Talm
0
there'to see that her cousin or something graduated all right from "West Beach boys both of the Riverside
Point, but she's been telling us Military Academy last year— John
:about seeling all the shows in New Weatherford, and Howard Wilsm.
Elmer Hathaway of Delray, /omes
York with the godd looking "K-dets".
(Continued on page 2)
Then she had to stop off in Washing0
ton, D. C , on her way down to say
^'hello" to the President. Now she is
at homje again resting up to summer
school somewhere in Georgia. I do
Baptists School for Little
hope she'll be back to see us all again
Folks Complete
the first of next year. Nolle Lane has
Success.
left DeLand now and expects
to
spend the summer somewhere in the
Much f avorahle comment has been
Northern states. She'll be
going
received relative to the phenomenal
about so fast that I bet we won't hear
success of the daily Vacation Bible
from her until Septemfber.
Why
school of DeLand. The school, which
does Florida have such
beautiful
has been in session daily except Satmoonlight? ? ?
It seems a shame.
urday, for the past two weeks, has
The last I heard of Mud Dykes she
been temporarily suspended for the
•was gazing at the big round moon
next
two weeks while the Florida Bapand thinking of Kentucky! Mud and
tist Assembly will be in DeLand. It
Whit had a wonderful time during his
is planned to continue the school folvisit to Miami, but those short weeks
lowing the close of the assembly the
only made the remainder of the sumlatter part of the month.
mer harder for them. Kletha went
The daily vacation Bible school has
to Miami before returning to her
proven to be a most popular innovahome in then orth. She and Lloyd
tion in the city of DeLand. It has
will be glad when September comes,
been organized and maintained by
too.
Lillian Trice spent last weekThe Stetsonite who is founder and the Sunday school of the First Bapend in Moore Haven with Norma.
You should have heard them talk strongest supporter o.the Better and tist church a means of helping all
when they got together again. It Bigger Stetson mov^ient, has done the school children of DeLand spend
seemed that they had been separated much to brighten theprospects of the their vacation in an enjoyable and
for ages. Norma hears from Covie new year. Now a fi4 representative profitable- manner. It is an agency
which utilizes and properly directs
quite often. He's wandering about on the East coast,
-0-/
the activities of the children thru
in Pennsylvania somewhere and exGraham—"If yoijfcvon't let me kiss the assembly, class room, and laborapects to go to Charleston, S. C ,
tory instruction.
soon. Of course he remains constant you, I'm going aw^."
Marie—"Go as fr as you like."
as all Sigma Nu's do.
I believe
In view of this fact the curricuthey'll both be glad when they can
lum has been made as varied and
•walk into the old Chaudoin dining
Friend Husban (at dinner) — broad in the scope as possible. The
hall together again and take their "I wish I had ^ e of those good Superintendent, J. Paul
Edmunds,
same old place. Our precios Pearl jelly rolls motheused to make." ! has endeavored to provide classes for
Tatum is staying in DeLand for
Louise Irwingrl wish I had some every phase of instruction. The faca while to see that our good old school of those good b^^ ro^s father used ulty includes 16 teachers, several of
doesn't run away or something. We to make."
whom have had experience teaching
couldn't get along without her.
I
in the public schools of the state.
Temember that she was one of the
Revilo Stansh (seeing his wife
The class of Miss Nellie Stevens
"**rats'" best friends at the house- come in with g»ie about a foot long) in home decoration, has proven to be
party. But she does weild a wicked
"What are ou doing with such a very popular among the junior girls,
paddle! Some of the girls seem to big pie?"
as has also the class in furniture debe having such a good time that they
"Wifie " I it the shortest rhubarb signing under the direction of Miss
don't even find time to write every- I could find;
Mary Holmes Thiot. Miss Stevens
body else. But they will find a moalso assists as pianist in the chorus
ment some time and then we will
On comirtto a fork in the road, work under the supervision of Miss
have anotherr eport on the doing of many youn^ouples consider it prop- Sybil Ley. Mrs. M. L. Morehead, asthe three Deltas,
(Continued on page ^)
er to use ilJ>r a spoon.

TRI DELTA FRAT
REPORTER GLEANS
NEWS OF SISTERS

Christian Education, Subject of Stetson Representative.

The Florida
Baptist Assembly
meets today in the Halls of Stetson
University for their 13th annual sessession. DeLand, the
University,
"Bill" Collier, special representa- and the Collegiate expresses to them
tive of Stetson in the field, and the the heartiest of welcomes.
The finest of faculties has been
man who is bringing in the sheaves in
increased attendance in the old Alma brought together for this great meetMater next semester, made a name ing and the work done here is
for himself and a fine impression up- planned uponn the highest planes of
on Delray Baptists, in an address be- Christian education. Stetson standing
as she does as the pianifestation of
fore that church last Sunday.
The occasion was Christian Educa- the belief in such education coopertion Day, and the opportunity given ates to the fullest extent in this Asby Rev. T. E. Waldrup, who gave his sembly class work.
W. W. Willian, director in chief of
pulpit over to Mr. Collier for an address, on the subject, "Does Christ- the assembly has been on the groUTids
ian Education Pay?"
For 45 min for nearly a week making the final
utes, this Stetson law student held necessary arrangements for the comthose people interested in a narration fort of visitors. ^ Since over six hunof the benefits of the years spent in dred Baptists are in attendance tothe halls, so loved by Stetson men day, this has been no small job.
v.nc women. He gave to those people Scores of men have been at work
a live object lesson in the benefits of lor several days opening Stetson to
the Baptists. Special classes in music
that education.
known
Delray is blessed with one of the led by "Sunshine"
most beautiful Baptist churches in the over the South as one of the forestate, the Gibson Memlorial Baptist most song leaders, and a class for
church. It was in this building that pastors taught by Len G. Broughton
Collier made his speech. The church of the First Church Jacksonville,
was crowdwed to capacity. His talk convene every morning at 9:20 and
These classes
and the fact that he was sent from 10:10, respectively.
attract
great
attention
every year,
Stetson for the purpose of giving direct informration about the livest year. The regular class work with
school in the South, brought out his teachers of the highest calibre, including Harry Strickland of Nashlarge audience.
The program which the proper ville, and Harold Ingraham of Nashloyalty that Baptists of the State ville in Sunday School work and
should shower upon their college, was scores of others of equal rank in the
i)eligious work of the South goes on
malie the keynote, follows:
I .Wery day from 8:30 to 3.0:55. Ev"^f^J5catio»v^^"*^iy, Sunday Morning; -«L> nig,n.. tu%—oerxiion" u ^ Wb "gay wii^
fpne 29, Pastor in Charge.
l^e preached, Bible lessons being the
' iSong: The Green and White Stet- l^asis of these lectures, by Dr. R. G.
soii—Decorated with Stetson colors... Lee, of the First Church New OrPrayer: For the young Christians lieans, one of the
denomination's
at school.
finest pastors.
Song:
I Love to Tell the Story
The assemjbly lasts this year from
—No. 271.
July 9 till July 17, nine days. By
(Continued on page 2)
the time Friday morning on the 17th
0
rolls arounnd, one of the most memorable periods for DeLand, for Stetson the Baptidsts' own college, and
for the Baptists themselves will have
taken the center of the stage.
0

PRESIDENT HULLEY
VACATION BIBLE
SCHOOL HERE IS LECTURES BEFORE
TAKING MENTION U. OF TENNESSEE
Then Meets the State Assemblies of Virginia
and Maryland.
Dr. Lincoln Hulley writes from
Knoxville, where he is spending part
of his summer, in lecturing before
the University of Tennessee, Summer
school. He finds wonderful cooperation among the audiences he appears
before, "success and favor" he says,
attending his work.
From Knoxville, Dr. Hulley goes to
the Baptist Assembly of the State of
Maryland, at Braddock
Henghts.
Then to Virginia Beach to meet with
the Virginia State Baptist Assembly.
From these Assemblies and the work
of Dr. Hulley in their deliberations,
several students have come each year
year in the past. The Doctor believes
in spending his vacation in building
Stetson. Adding to the contention of
those behind the Bigger and Better
Stetson movement that the summer is
the proper time to enlarge our school.
The Knoxville Journal and Tribune
of Monday, June 30, gives Dr. Hulley
a hearty commendation as to his past
work there and the interest in his
present series of lectures. We quote
for the benefit of President Hulleys
host of friends:
"An old favorite joins the ranks of
the lecturers at the summer school
of the University of Tennessee this
morning. He is Dr. Lincoln Hulley,
president of the John B. Stetson university at DeLand, Fla., who has been
one of the attractions of the local
summer school for several years, always growing in popularity with the
summer school students and with the
townspeople who attend his lectures.
Dr. Hulley is a genial, merry, thoroughly human and sincere sort of
speaker. He is vitally interested in
the subject upon which he is lectur-

The Stetson Grad who goes with
the opening of the new college year
to instruct in the finest Technical
school of the South—Georgia Tech.
He will be placed in the Mathematics
department.
ing and his interest and love for his
work is contagious. He is a lecturer
who knows psychology, nicely gauging his remarks to suit the mood of
his listeners. He is a man of deep
culture, wide reading, keen insight,
excellent delivery and magnetic personality.
At today's open hour from 11 to
12 o'clock in Jefferson hall he will
speak on "Eugene Field and the
Children," and members of previous
summer school audiences who have
heard him recite Field's "Little Boy
Blue" know something of the treat
that is in store for them. This is
the only morning lecture he will
deliver, his other lectures being given
at 8 o'clock in Jefferson hall. On
Tuesday evening he will speak on
"Robert Burns and His Humanity;"
(Continued on page 2)

COLLEGIATE WELCOMES
BAPTISTTS TO STATE
ANNUAL ASSEMBLY
The Baptists of the State of
Florida meet today in
the
Halls made dear to Stetson
undergrads and Alumni in
in years of study. The As-sembly in DeLand is one of the
largest in the South. Stetson
is proud to "belong" to such
people.
During the Assembly this
paper will act as the mouthpiece of the assembled church,
Sunday School, workers. The
Collegiate welcomes the Baptists.

ALPHAXTDELTT
FOLKS ENJOYING
GREAT VACATION
Scattered Members of the
Fraternity Write
Notes.
Isabel Tate, Hazel Overstreet, Martha Marvin, and Eleanor Forbes are
leaving this week for Chicago to attend the .\lhi Xi convention.
a good "counselor". She is showing
her ability in this capacity at a girls'
camp in North Carolina this summer.
Margaret Quigley is spending the
week-end at Daytona Beach.
Gladys Stevens is having a delightful vacation at Coronado Beach.
Jewell Edmunds has recently de
cided to be an "old maid" ( ? ) ' \ n d has
taken her first step toward that end
by accepting a position as stenographer for the summer.
Libby Overstreet has torn herself
away from Ben and is spending the
summer in Norfolk, Va.
Hillis Carmen and Rosa Smith were
among the Stetson delegates to the
Y. W. C. A. convention at Blue Ridge,
N. C.
Leola King of Sanford, spent last
week in DeLand with friends and
"relatives" (?)
We are glad to say that Marie
Coursoft is rapidly improving and reports that she is becoming her old
self again.
We wonder what "Ree" thinks of
the little town of Jupiter since her
visit there? She seems to be favorably impressed with "certain" of
its inhabitants.
Helen says Ray got terribly seasick
going to New York. We wonder if
it was all "sea" sickness.
Thelma Browti is not content with
being a "school marm" during the
winter; she is tutoring this summer
in Jacksonville.
We wonder if Persis will visit
"Pittsburg" this summer?
^
We hope Ruby Dyal will completely
recover this summer so that she can
be with us in the fall.
News from the Alumnae
Nellie Stevens leaves the first port
of this month for a toour of California and the west.
A farewell party was recently given Muriel Stevens by
the Fidelis
class of the First Baptist church, at
which time she was showered with
many beautiful and useful gifts.
Muriel is going to Philadelphia, Pa.,
for a short visit after which she will
enter training at Louisville, for the
mission field.
We are so glad to have Lillian Wells
back with us after a winter's study
in New York. She has a voice class
in DeLand and will be with us until
October.
Mrs. James Carothers and young
daughter, have returned to their
home in Pennsylvania, after spend'
ing the vrintre months with the for*
(Continued on page 2)
^
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Academy comes to us for her A. B.
WILLIAM COLLIER
work. George Dykes, brother of our
Mardelle, will be in Stetson for
(Continued from i>age 1)
Academy work. Mary Lois Wright
enters for special work in French,
Scripture Reading:
Psalm 27.
Music and English.
Memory verse. The Lord is my light
Florentine Holmes comes from Mi- and my salvation. Ps. 27:1.
AAnnouncements.
DeLand,
Florida ami, also Junia Morrison, and AuOffering.
gusta Daniel for the A. B. course.
Entered as second class matter a t
Nettie Duncan from Rochester, N.
Leader in charge.
Intermediate
the Post office at DeLand, Fla., Nov.
Y., comes for business administra- B.Y. P. U. Talk See Leaders Quar8, 1923, under the act of March 3,
tion. Ruth Dye returns to complete terly.
1879.
her B. S. work.
Subject: The young Christian at
Acceptance for mailing at special
School.
.
0
rate of postage provided for in secChristian Education — Lettie
ALPHA XI DELTA
idon 1103, act of Oct. 3, 1917; authSmith.
Drized Nov. 6th, 1923.
The Southern Baptist School Sys(Continued from page 1.)
tem—Myrtle Presley.
DONALD FAULKNER,
mer's mother, Mrs. J. Frank Aldis.
The Baptist Schools of Florida—
Managing Editor.
Lulu Coberly was a delegate to the
Crawwford Summers.
Epworth League convention recently
Our Junior Colleges and AcademStetson Representatives
held at Tampa.
ies—Helen Smith.
The alumnae have a new addition
Song: : Bringing in the Sheaves—
(Continued from page 1)
—Francis Douglas has added a hus- No. 285.
for Mechanical Engineering,
and
band. Congratulations, Frances!
Sermon : Does Christian Education
Harold Jones of Jupiter for Science
W<nJagyo|iD'eye !tf d5 ;DHRDLHRDLH Pay?"—Address by Wm. Hargreaves
Fort Lauderdale sends
Dorothy
Grace Watson is at her summer Collier, special representative J. B.
Dahlquist for her B. S. degree; Marihome
at Ridge Crest, where Mr. and Stetson University.
an Raulerson for the Academy; LeClosing Exercises:
Mrs.
Stover visited on their way
ona Simpson for literary work; Carl
Two-Minue
Recitation: What Have
north.
Olander for Journalism,
Robert
The 18th is near at. hand!
No We Done Today?—Isabel Barrs.
Mathews for business administration;
Song: The students' chorus Stetand Adrian Fiddler returns for Law. doubt Anna and Sybil are counting
son Alma Mater Song.
Mary Dunn from St. Catherine's the hours!
Benediction.

***************************************.f
*
DeLand Transfer and
*
Yellow C a b Taxi

FINE FURNITURE

J. M. STITH

*

Phone 56
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Meets all trains (iay an(j night.
Phone 11. Baggage transferre(j anywhere.
We specialize on work for
Students of Stetson.

PRESIDENT HULLEY

(Continued from page 1.)
Wednesday, on "Tennyson's Beautiful Life and Message", on Thursday,
on "Riley and the Home Folks," and *
on Friday he will give a negrio dialect recital in special celebration of
the Fourth of July.

WE EXraO A HEARTY
TO THE VISITING BAPTISTS

and trust that you will feel free to make
our store your headquarters during
the convention.
We serve the most delicious ice cream
and drinks to be found in the city.
Cool and comfortable on the hottest
days.

Miller Hardware Co.

I THE WINCHESTER STORE

Pop Gordis asked Zelma Farr to
write a sentence containing the
word, "amphibeous." A long period
of concentration and wriggling ensued. At last she laid the results of
her labor on his desk and this is
what he read:: "My teacher asked me
to v^rite a sentence ccontaining the
word, 'amphobeous."

I

C U N D Y & CROSBY
REALTORS
Rentals

Personal Insurance Service

i.

T T . , . ^ _ ,

, , . . > .

Bonds

DELAND, FLA.

•.--—.»»-—».» — . - ,

, , , , . » . 4

* " * * * * * * * * * * i * * * *

We extend to you a special welcome
to make our store your store during
your stay in the city.

THE MEN'S SHOP

I Oldest Real Estate!
Agency in City

*

Loans

Phone 28 312 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g.

Welcome Baptist

Realtors
Rentals
Insurance

*

W. W. WATTS, Prop.
^

_^
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SENIORS

^1 "Where good people and
] I good things meet."
*
*
*

*****************************************

*

The Baptist Store

132 South Boulevard

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear and Millinery
Dry Goods, Gents Furnishings, Ladies
Gents, Children and Infants Shoes.

Will finish your KODAK WORK
if left at any of the
following places:

Bracey Drug Store

Irwin & Welch

*

Cor. Boulevard and Indiana

King Drug Co.

112 N. Woodland Boulevard
FLORIDA
DELAND
::

Landis Block, Indiana ave.

DeLand Piano and Music Co.

No. Boulevard, bet. Indiana
and Rich

****************************************
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Same Good Service
Same Prices

Organization—Experience

The Wright Studios is the only
place in DeLand where the service of professional photographers of long experience do your
work.

All at the National Bank

The First National Bank
Member Federal Reserve System

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

NOVELTIES
BEADS *
*
STAMPED GOODS
*

JESSIE'S WORK BOX
EMBROIDERY-FLOSS

W. Indiana Avenue

DODGE BROTHERS

MOTORCARS

*

STEWART & STEWART

*

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

*

West Indiana Avenue

New York University School of Retailing
Service Fellowslups
M. S. in Retailing
2 years
Certificate
—
1 year
Illustrated booklet on application. For
further information writ?—Dr, Norri« A. Brisco, Director of N e w York
University School of Retailing, 100
Washington Square, N e w York City.

*
*
*
*
*
*

NAHMANDNAHM

DeLand; Florida
T b e school of Retailingr Trains for
Executive positions.
Merchandising,
Advertising
Advertising
Teaching
Personnel
Service
Fi'nance and Control
Merchants are eager to secure trained
anen and women in these fields.

*

f

To these three powertui assets add the strength J
and the prestige given by the Federal Reserve Sys- I
tern behind it—exercising constant supervision over *
*
the institution.
*
On such a platform this strong, up-to-the-minute *
national bank never is out of touch with its customers, while always in touch with sources of informa- *
tion of value to depositors and others doing business *
here.

DELAND PLUMBING CO.
"WE

of Miami and the Great East Coast
IHave You Met

ANTHONY W. BATES
and

WILLIAM H. COLLIER
^etson Field Reps.?

^ Tampa snd Central Florida

sicNIORS
Wiite us direct if

CHARLES HENDERSON,
Steton Field Rep.

has nottalked to you
Jacksonville ind North Florida
Be sue you meet

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

J. H. IvtTCHELL
Stetsonn'ield Rep.
They have interesting news for evry person who aspires to an educated
life. Stetson is to be bigger and bettr in every way next year. You will be
proud to have been a member of Stetso. 24-25 in years to come.
We are with you to help, advise or'n any other way make your college
career more enjoyable.

THE STETSCK COLLEGIATE
)ONALD FAULKNER,

Ki^OW HOW T O PLUMB"

Manag-jng Editor.

W . Indiana A v e n u e

DeLand, FSorida

*

One More "Special Week"

^ * *

*

*

With Educational Week , spon- *
sored at the summer school by the **
Parent-Teacher
Associations, and
Citizenship Week, held at the request of the League of Women Vo- *
ters, things of the past, the summer *
school this week faces routine class
woi-k, relieved only by the lectures
of Dr. Hlley and the celebration of
the Fourth of July.
*
_ 0
*
Miss Newby—"Define trickle."
Dick Thiot—"To run slowly."
Miss Newby—"Define anecdote."
Dick—"A short, funny tale."
Miss New'by—"Use both in a sen* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
tence."
Dick—"The dog trickled down the
street with a can tied to his anecArthur C. Cundy
William L. Crosby
dote."

THE
THE I
t V.W.
v w GOULD
r:niTinl
WELCOME f AGENCY

*
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DREKA'S

DeLand

y-ac* % %%%%'m.%%%^ **************************************^

TIRES
TUBES
VULCANIZING

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Headquarters for

Florida

McClaren Tires

Since 1878

DE LAND TIRE SHOP
A few of the many items to be found
at our July Basement Sale:
HORIX RUGS

OIL MOPS

Extra Special
X 63 at
X 72 at

98
1,38

EXTRA
WINDOW SHADE
Scalloped and Fringed
98c
DELTOX
X 6—Sale
X 9—Sale
X 10—Sale
X 12—Sale

3
6
8
9
27
7
8
y

GRASS RUGS
price
$ 2.98
price
9.38
price
11.19
price
13.48

B R U S S E L RUGS
X 5 4 — S a l e price
X 9 — S a l e price
X 1 0 — S a l e price
X 1 2 — S a l e price

$ 2.19
16.48
21.38
26.24

$5.00
6.00
$ .50
.65
.75
1.25

$1.75 values at
$1.29
2.25 values at
1.68
5.00 values at
3.68
WHITE ENAMEL BREAD
BOXES
68c—79c—98c
ALUMINUM PERCOLATORS
2, 4 and 6 cups
98c
GAS AND OIL CANS
5 gal. with pump
$1.98
Matting per yard
, 29c
Other

Basement

" SACHS ^'
Ready - to - Wear
"36 inch to the yard"
"100 cents to the dollar."

$3.74
4.48
37c
48c
57c
94c

63 X 90
$2.48
FIRST QUALITY WHITE OIL
CLOTH
39c yd.

Blue and Rose Stripe

G. A. DREKA & COMPANY

23 S. Hogan St.
Jacksonville,

Florida

A CONSISTENT
STETSON BOOSTER

A. H. WOODALL
FINE GROCERIES

i
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I Let's all do our bit to make 1924-25 the *
I
I
I
I
I

best year ever for Stetson. We are anxious to have
the best f^ot ball, basket ball and base ball teams
Stetson ha^ ever put out. After the gabies are over
come down to the Athens Cafe for yo^r eats. All
American.
Yours for a greater Stetsok

I T h e

A t h e n s

Cafe

|
|
|
f
*

N . B. Martin, Prop.

*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
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*

Radio

We Carry Complete Line of Radio $
Supplies,

Special Prices on Light Cool Clothes
Straw Hats and Shirts. Everything
in Men's Furnishings. Ladies Shoes

V. M. Fountain Co.

********************************************^^***ti^fj^^cii;jr.^.:|^^,^,^,^

Bargains

CHILDREN'S GINGHAM
DRESSES
Ages 6 to 12
98c
LADIES MUSLIN NDERWEAR
Gowns—Teddys—Bloomers.. 98c
Ladies House dresses
98c
Ladies silk vests
98c
Ladies Silk hose
49c
Ladies cotton hose
10c
Ladies shirtwaists
69c
Dress gingham, yd
12 l-2c
Dress gingham, yd
19c
Apron gingham, yd
12 l-2c
LADIES' SHOES
Odd Lots—Many styles.... 98c pr.
NOVELETTE BED SPREADS

A X M I N S T E R RUGS
9 X 12
50.00 values a t
$37.48
65.00 v a l u e s a t
48.74
RAG RUGS
$1.00—18
36
.75
1.25—24
36
.94
2.00—27
34
1.48
2.50—30
60
1.86
4.00—36
72
2.98
6.00—36
72
4.48
AXMINSTER RUGS

27 X 54
values at
values at
CURTAIN NETS
values at
,
values at
values at
values at

69c—98c—$1.29
Fine solid leather and also fibre
case, many sizes and styles
to select f r o m —

Phone 225

Welcome Baptist...

Super-Heterodyne, Neu-

trodyne & Crosley Sets. : : : : I
Authorized Dealer for Radio Corporarion Parts.

DeLand Piano and Music Co.
***4.-********************************************************

VACATION BIBLE

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

(Continued from page 1.)
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*

sisted by her daughter, Miss Francis
Morehead, are conducting an interesting class in sewing. One of the largest classes for gh*ls is that in Basketry weaving taught by Mrs. Dawkins, and her daughter, Miss Dawkins, of Orange City.
Captain Arthur Cundy has easily
the most popular class in t h e school
for boys, in the class in Automobile
Mechanics. The class has been busily engaged in dissecting an entire autonnobile, learning the names and
uses of the parts as they find them.
The really interesting time will come
when the boys begin putting the car
back together again. It is hoped that
there will not be many parts left
over. In addition to this class, Captain Cundy directs the entire school
in the period of outdoor calesthenics
and physical exercise.
There are two sections of manual
training in charge of Mr. Donald
Faulkner and Mr. Noble Armstrong.
The boys are keenly competing to see
who can make the best bird houses,
boat, book case or umbrella racks, as
the case may be.
The primary and kindergarten departments are in charge of Misses
Laurel and Zenith Armstrong, Mrs.
Reeger and Miss Katherine Walters.
Classes in cardboard desig-ning, drawing, papeir cutting, coloring, sand
tables and the like are heartily enjoyed by the youngsters in this de)artment. Miss Laurel Armstrong alio conducts a story telling hour and
iss Zenith Armstrong directs th-

TIRES, TUBES AND ACCESSORIES

VULCANIZING
The General Low Pressure Cord Tire
Sold to Satisfy

f 136 North Boulevard
*

Phone 61

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

DeLand, Florida *

*
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G. W. FISHER DRUG CO.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
,*
*
'*'
*
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Believes in Stetson, and

GLADLY COMMENDS
STETSON UNIVERSITY

To the High School Seniors of Florida.

*
*
*
*

*

Provide Now for
SUMMER HOSIERY

I
i

All the Smart and Colorful Shades Approved by the 1
fashions of the day are available. They are of exquisite texture, rich and lustrous in appearance and
exceedingly durable.
$ 00
Jack Rabbit
4^L—$1.50
Biege

j

TRe daily program occupies praif
cically the entire morning and incudes not only the separate class
work, but several ensemble periods
in which all the students take part.
The opening exercises are followed
by a 30-minute chorus class, after
which the pastor, Dr. R. W. Thiot,
delivers a short address. Then comes
the period of indoor games, followed
by a "surprise period" in which the
children receive a slight, but delicious
refreshment. Following this is the
period devoted to calesthenics, so
much dreaded by the children, but
which is guaranteed to limber up their
muscles. This is followed by the 60
minute class periods in which the stu
dents work out their assignments and
receive additional ones for the next
day.

k'

$1.65

Grey.

*

$2.00
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $3.00
-AT-

Black and White

FOARD'S
* * * * * *

Get Extra Credits at Home—
More than 450 courses in History, English, Mathematics, Chemistry,
Zoology, Modem Languages, Economics, Philosophy, Sociology, etc.,
are given by correspondence. Learn how the credit they yield may
be applied on your college program. Catalog describing courses fully,
fumi^ed on request. Write today.

^Ciie Slniberjasitp ot Cfjicago

The steadily increasing attendance
9 5 ELLIS HALL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
during the two weeks has been most
gratifying. Superintendent Edmunds
anntmnct^ that the average attend- & * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ance for the second week was 168 *
with a remarkable gain each day. A *
picture of the school has been made *
*
*
*
which will be displayed in many of *
*
the Southern magazines. The people *
VISIT OUR
*
of DeLand and vicinity are highly *
*
*
*
pleased with the success of _ the school *
*
and hope it may become a permanent *
*
*
institution in this city.
*
*
*
*
Miriam—"Oh, I wish the Lord had *
*
made me a man.
* 118 W. Indiana Avenue
DeLand, Florida *T
I'm
Donald (bashfully)—He did;
the man."

Coolest Store DCLAND
SODA FOUNT

Gates Electric Company i lo w. Indiana
Appliances, Fixtures and Supplies—Try Our Repair Department

F. G. ATKINSON

K I N G DRUG CO.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

T^HE

frequented

For Quality Printing
Delivered on time and at a moderate
price, call the

spot in Volusia County

^\
^&
%

SUN PUBLISHING CO.

this summer will be this

w
^&
\'«

pool of Beautiful

*

THE POOL AND HOTEL

THE

Spring

p^^**! Water and the other pleas-

Vf

^&

most

Every Student
| Knows

urable attractions of

*

Ponce DeLeon Springs

CORONA
The most useful thing a
student can own
The Allen-White Co
Office Supplies

HOME

OF

THE

COLLEGIATE

^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
*
*
C. H. Wright
B. N. Wright
*

I*

T h e Wright Electric Co.
/

*
-%

*
*

Farm Lighting Plants
Engines
Water Systems
Electrical Contracting
Electric Fixtures
Applianeey

I

116 N. Boulevard

*

DELAND. FLA.

I
*

^
*

Phone 86

» * ^ . * ^ j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .
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GIFTS

t*****************************^

NOTICE

for all
occasions
REEVE & HOWARD

STUDENTS, ATTENTION

Barnhill's Transfer

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The Book Store

Phone 3

When you attend STETSON next school year, which
you will do, call in and see us

NIGHT-

*
*
*

YOUR Church Home

*
*
*

The First Baptist

*
*

f'Jif?if'!ffjP'J[f/t>.^Jlf.!tS^

SERVICE— OR-

-DAY

AN AD IN THIS PAPER IS WORTH 100 ON A PINE

******************************************^^^*^^**^^.^^^i^^^^^;;i

*
*
*
*

J. F. Allen Furniture Co.
The Home of Dependable goods since 1882

DeLand, Florida

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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& * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • • CHANDLER STITH

WIRES AND WRITES
FROM S. CAROLINA

INSURANCE

Chandler Stith, whose disappearance some weeks ago, mystified the
whole county and deeply grieved his
family and numerous friends, is
* "alive and well," according to a telegram sent by him to his father a few
days ago. The telegram was sent
from Spartanburg, S. C , and was as
(Incorporated)
follows: "Alive and well in Spartanburg. Could not write sooner and
letter will explain all. Chandler."
The letter arrived Wednesday and
was as follows: :
Spartanburg, S. C ,
July 1, 1924.
I am going to start to work here
in Spartanburg Monday morning.
* First I want to say that I blame no
* one, but myself for my actions, and
*
any one thinks other wise let me
Office : Fisher Building, DeLand
J ifknow
and I will set them right on the
* matter. If necessary I will send a
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * letter to Clayton and have him pub* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * lish it. I don't know what you intend
to say about all of this, but I
* would not blame you for anything
* I realize how you feel and I'll tell you
32 Years in DeLand
* right now I am not the least bit ex* ultant or elated over it all. On the
* contrary I am heartily ashamed.
Please do not blame any one for help.
',ing me for no one knew. No one else
*
"Where your dollar goes farther"
* is involved in any way.
1
135-137 North Boulevard, DeLand,.Florida
Phone 180 ^ ' Love,
.
Chandler.
\<
************************************

Wright-Lane Agency |
Oldest Agency
Largest Companies
Best Service

*

Welcome Baptist Assembly

if

n
n
it

When Down Town
Make

In

The Palace

n
*

iii

Your Headquarters
You Know Our Service and Quality

*
f
I

*

Ice Cream
Cigarettes

ej
ii
*

Cooling Drinks

ii
ii
^&
^&
^&
^^

i
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Watts Hardware and Furniture Co. f

*

a

*

«j

Largest Dealers in Volusia County in Hardware, |
Furniture, Plumbing, Building Materials
*

!;wHNfr*********^*****#*****'^******^****i^
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
We render a service and carry a stock of merchandise found *
only in the largest cities. We do this at a saving to you in *
*
price at no expense of quality.
*
*
For Over Half a Century the Name "DeHUY" has
*
Stood for Jewelry
*

F. N. DeHUY & SON

Jewelers, Silversmiths and'Opticians

ii
ii

il
if

i f

^J

I mains somewhat a mystery, birt ti?? *
family and m a n y friends of t h e youijig *
man a r e greatly relieved, f o r people *
: generally h a d given u p hope of ever *
*
seeing h i m again. I t w a s generally *
supposed t h a t he h a d gone bathing *
and h a d b e n drowned. Needless to *
say t h e relief brought b y these com- **
munications are great and the family *
is being congi'atulated by a host of *
*
friends.
*
O
*

*
*
*
***************************************4
*
*
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*
*
J O K E S
*
*
*
We Speak for a Share of Your Trade *
Contributed b y F . M.
*
*
*
*
*
'24.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Bill—"Last night I dreamed I was
* Service and Quality First
We Save You Money * married to t h e most beautiful girl
*
* in t h e world."
*
*
Violet—"Oh. Bill, were we h a p *
* py ?'*
^
****************************************
****************************************
S h e — (Moonlight a n d all the r o t )

P/rX^rX^

i Real Estate—Loans—Insurance
Orange Groves, City and
Country Properties
Anything in Real Estate]

BEERS & SMITH,
* * » * * * * * * ^ * * * * *

*

DeLand, Florida

J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

When Stetson Men Return
They Stop First At

Smith's Sanitary Shop
For

Hair Cuts, Shaves, Shampoos

The resources, experience, manrgement and facilities of the Volusia
County Bank & Trust Company all
combine in forming a union of strength
—assuring safety and satisfactory service.
Your checking account is cordially invited.

VOLUSIA COUNTY BANKANDTRUST CO
DE L A N D , F L O R I D A
H C J ^ MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEMLJSG]

tl

n
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*
*
*
*
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*
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*

Tonics, Etc.
Stetson Girls all Get their bobs at
DeLan(i's Finest Barber Shop
h't

n
n

A Union of Strength-

\l

* * ' » * * * • » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » *
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— " D o y o u know w h a t a dumb waiter
is?"
He (same surroundings of course)
— " S u r e , an undeveloped elevator
ii
* for use in hotels, apartments, so o n . "
She (still in t h e moonshine) — " I
would s a y not. I t ' s a m a n who asks
a girl f o r a kiss a n d waiCS^f^rr^fffer to
say yes.."
i^
i \ Child—"Mommer, where's our
* * table cloth gone?"
Mother—"Hush! It's gone with
^
poper to a meeting."

a

X7V-X7\^H

I

Our Line is Groceries

W. D. HAYNES

S
il
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*

He—"How would you like a nut
sundae?"
She—"Thanks, I always have
date Sunday."
Soph—"What's that building on
the corner?"
Senior—"That's the green house."
Soph—"Oh, so the Freshmen have
a place to themselves at last."
She stole up to him, laid her hand
caressingly upon his head, ran her
fingers thru his silky dark brown
locks, and then gently placed a hand
on each of his smooth, soft cheeks.
She raised her face to him, showing
her soft carmine lips and looked
knowingly at him from her deep,
blue eyes.
She spoke not a word,
neither did h e ; the only movement
perceptible on his part was a slight
jerk of the head as she slipped the bit
into his mouth.

*
*

S** tttt
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John B. Stetson University

*

LINCOLN HULLEY, PH. D.. LITT. D., PRESIDENT
DeLand, Florida
THE COLLEGE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCE—Courses leading to th«
degrees of Master of Arts and Sciences.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR MEN—Sixteen Carnegie units required for admission.
Twenty-one departments in all.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR WOMEN—A woman dean, separate dormitories for women,
and a s^arate gymnasium.
THE COLLEGE OF LAW—Course leading to the LL. B, degree. Graduates admitted to practice in
Florida withoi^examination.
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEEKING—Courses in Civil, Mechanical, Electricai| and Chemical engineering leadng to degrees.
THE COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS—^Especially for Flordia teachers, strong normal courses and special
teachers' courses.
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS—Besides Banking, Book-keeping, Accounting, Shorthand, Typewriting,
courses n History, Law, Economics and Finance.
THE ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation. Prepares for Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Chicago, and
all high grade colleges.
THE SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS—For boys and young men desiring manual training, mechanical drawing, etc.
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin, voice, harmony, and
chorus work.
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS—Free hand and life drawing. Painting in oil, water color, pasteL etc.
SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
1. THE PRELIMINARY COURSES EN AGRICULTURE—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic
Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis. Agricultural Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, etc.
t. THE PRE-MEDICAL COURSE—Physiology, Biology, Anatomy. Bacteriology, Histology, Zoology,
Botany, General Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry,.
I. THE COURSE FOR RELIGIOUS WORKERS—In Bibical Literature, History, English, Psychology, Pedagogy, Ethics, Logic and Theism.
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